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Foreword

History looks at humanity and hopefully judges objectively all contributors to its course. The achievements of 
the ancient Greeks are indisputable and still hold high the torch of Western Civilisation. 

The writings, philosophy and thoughts of Homer, Socrates, Plato, Sophocles, Aristotle are still the subject of 
study in the most prestigious universities.  The Parthenon has remained the pinnacle of all ancient monuments 
for two thousand five hundred years, and the Olympics, founded in the seventh century BC, still celebrate ath-
letic glory.  Alexander the Great’s achievements have not been forgotten nor has the valour of Leonidas, upheld 
as the epitome of sacrifice for FREEDOM.  All these encapsulate Hellenism and instil in the Greeks of today, 
whose roots date back some four thousand years, with the sentiment that they are a selected people.  They have 
the right to be called Hellenes today and have a duty to protect Hellenism from any enemy attempting to un-
dermine it and its importance in today’s world. 

The Greek nation has faced many grave dangers throughout its four thousand years’ history and suffered its 
darkest moments when enslaved for four hundred years under the Ottoman Empire. However, throughout this 
time, language, religion and culture held the nation together.  The Greeks never stopped striving for freedom 
and in 1821 started the revolution that finally led to their liberation in 1828. 





The Revolution of 21st March 1821
  
The Christian Faith and Nation rose as one and shouted ‘enough’ as Regas Fereos did a few years earlier in his 
inspirational ‘Thourios’:

Os pote pallikaria tha zoume sta stena   How long fighters shall we live in the ravines

Monahi san liontaria stous vrahous ta vouna     Like solitary lions in the mountains and the rocks 

Kallitera mias oras eleftheri zoe                           Better to have freedom for an hour

Para saranta chronia sklavia ke filaki   Than forty years of slavery and imprisonment

A handful of Greeks, with the hearts of millions, took up the ‘kariofili’ and ‘spathi’ at Aghia Lavra in the Pelo-
ponnese and managed to liberate a small part of 1820s Greece from the Ottoman Turks. The sacrifice was 
huge from Psara to Messolonghi, from Souli in Epirus to Koungi in Crete, from Constantinople to Nicosia, but 
FREEDOM is the most valuable concept for humanity, and for the Greeks that has no price. The struggles of 
those days continued for almost two hundred years to forge the Greece we know today. The Phoenix had risen 
from the ashes and Greece returned to the fraternity of FREE nations proudly holding high the ideals the Hel-
lenes are famous for:
               



Freedom of Mind and Spirit and Democracy!

 
We are proud of our ancestors, proud of our national heritage and proud of Greece today. Many nations have 
disappeared throughout the millennia, but the Greek nation has survived, proud in its history, devoted to its 
religion and united in safeguarding the nation. 

Sadly, today, Hellenism is facing further challenges. Greece is under an economic cloud and military threat 
from Turkey, whilst 37% of Cyprus is still under Turkish occupation with the threat of the total uprooting of 
Hellenism and Christianity hanging over the island.  Our borders, our seas and our islands are once again un-
der attack and threatened with extinction by the neo-Turks.

The Bicentenary celebrations can only inspire the Nation and spur younger generations to keep the glowing 
flame of Nation and Christianity burning in the following millennia. We celebrate Hellenism and Greek cul-
tural identity with works of art at a time when the enemy is at the gates.  There is no better way to describe the 
situation in Greece and Cyprus but with Cicero’s historic saying:

                   
 “Hannibal ante pugnas” and Solomos’ “Eleftheri Poliorkimeni” 



Inspirations and Aspirations Through Art

The Parthenon on the Acropolis, Athens
Constantinos Maleas

“The future belongs to the mind and spirit” Winston Churchill

Hellas today is known and celebrated worldwide for the miraculous achievements of the ancient Greeks in 
all areas of the arts and sciences. These achievements are a gateway to the future for any nation and indeed 
these achievements continue to inspire the Hellenes of today. We believe we have an ancestral, moral duty to 
continue and improve on the achievements of our forefathers no matter where we live or what our personal 
circumstances might be.

Thus, through the medium of art, this Bicentenary exhibition was conceived and organised to honour and 
immortalise once again the Nation’s glorious past and its heroes and be an inspiration for the future. 



Karyes Monastery, Mount Athos (Agion Oros)
Spyros Papaloukas

With modern Greek art spanning over 180 years of creation we include in this exhibition works by the fol-
lowing artists:

Pantazis, Atzitiris, Ionides of the nineteenth century 

Vandoros, Maleas and Papaloukas of the first half of the twentieth century

Geralis, Doukas, Xenos, Spyropoulos, Tsingos, Coulentianos and others of the 1930s and 1980s

Prekas, Kalogeropoulos, Zenetzis, Papanelopoulos, Chrysochos, Angelos Papadopoulos, Andreadis, Koutri-
kas, Tsarouhas of the 1970s – 2020s

Finally, we present the magnificent Royal Family painting of Queen Anna Maria of Greece with her mother 
Ingrid, painted at the Danish Palace and when Anna Maria was about three years old.



‘Ode to Freedom’ 

Painted Steel Composition, created 1988
G4 IX, inscribed on base 1/3
height 139 cm, width 69 cm, depth 66 cm

Provenance: Jean Vassis, Lyon, bought directly from the artist
Cornette De St Cyr, Paris, October 2004
Sothebys, London, Greek Sale, May 2005

Exhibited: 
Benaki Museum, Athens
September 2012 - January 2013, page 197, illustrated in colour, numbers two and three of the composition
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Cyprus-Freedom and Democracy for All’ 5th March - 6thApril 2018, number one, illustrated in colour in the 
catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, page 423, illustrated in colour 

Illustrated: ‘The Parthenon’ exhibition catalogue at the Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, 10th 
March -10th April 2015

1. Costas Coulentianos (1918-1995)



The ideal of Freedom has been the cornerstone of Hellenism from ancient times to today. Starting with the 
heroics at Thermopylae, Marathon and Salamis, the Greeks have faced myriads of invaders and defended the 
motherland and Europe over the course of three thousand years. Greece survives today as a nation because it 
stood brave, fought for freedom, and upheld the greatest ideals of humanity against all the odds.

Costas Coulentianos was born and raised in Athens. He lived through the hardships of WWII occupation and 
fought for the liberation of Greece from the Nazis. Those experiences are the spirit and soul of the artist, re-
flected in his work as in this composition. A free spirit all his life, his art has always been a constant struggle to 
liberate the spirit and go beyond gravity, to explore new horizons and inspire the mind, to escape the mundane 
and reach for the spiritual as illustrated in this work we have named ‘Ode to Freedom’.

Thus, we honour Coulentianos and commence the exhibition of the 1821 Revolution Bicentenary with this 
work.  His sculpture speaks of human destiny and above all is a vehicle for human thought.  As Rodin said:

“The artist must live with a sentiment for the crowd, 
must possess the soul of the crowd.”

In his introduction to the Coulentianos exhibition, ‘The Last of the Modern Acrobats’ at the Benaki Museum, 
Athens, 2013, Zaharopoulos says:

“Coulentianos is undoubtedly one of the most cultivated, accomplished, dynamic, charismatic artists to 
come out of Greece and pursue an international career, influencing art and post-war Europe.” 







2. Euterpe Ionides (1816-1892)

Greek Freedom Fighters in Constantinople

Signed E Ionides, oil on canvas, painted circa 1850-60 in a French Imperial period frame

61 x 81 cm

Provenance: Property of a Greek Lady, London, until 2003, then to ‘greeksinart’

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’ 16th November - 18th December 2015, number 1, illustrated in colour on the front cover of 
the catalogue and inside page, number 1

Literature:
‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, illustrated in colour page 412
Back cover illustration of ‘The Parthenon’ exhibition catalogue, 10th March - 10th April 2015
    

Art is Spirit

Euterpe Ionides was a Greek Lady of a certain standing in Constantinople and then in London after her mar-
riage to Alexander Ionides, a well-known Greek art lover and philanthropist. The intimate knowledge of the 
suffering of the Greeks in Constantinople, the city she knew so well, was a heavy burden on her free spirit and 
soul. Once in London and free to reveal her real feelings about her homeland, she expressed her concerns and 
aspirations alongside many artists who campaigned for the same ideas and ideals. Artists such as Bourne-
Jones, Rossetti, Watts, Hunt from the Pre-Raphaelites as well as top artists of the Barbizon School of Art and 
Impressionism frequented the Ionides home in London and had a strong influence on the work of Euterpe as 
seen in this rare painting which beseeches free Europe to:

Free the Greeks! Stop the barbaric trade of slavery and abuse of the subjects of the Ottoman Empire among 
which are the Greeks of Constantinople.

Lord Byron had also glorified the Greek Revolution for Independence with his poetry and his death in Mes-
solonghi in 1824.

 



The setting of the painting is Istanbul’s Slave Bazaar in which Ionides pays tribute to the Greek heroines and 
Greek Freedom fighters who fought against slavery. Ionides denounced the barbaric practices of the Ottoman 
Empire in enslaving women in harems and capturing baby boys to bring them up as Janissaries, a curse that 
befell the Greek nation while under Ottoman rule.
Works of art can become iconic and messengers of high ethics.
The work’s importance becomes more apparent and poignant when Greece’s history and War for Independ-
ence is considered.  Even though one part of Greece was free from the Ottoman’s yoke after 1828, most Hel-
lenes, which included more than half a million Greeks in Constantinople and over two million in Asia Minor, 
were still subject to the tyranny and slavery of the Sultan. 

The Drama of Greek Motherhood

Ionides’ ‘Freedom Fighters in Constantinople’ is 
highly evocative and emotionally charged.  It is the 
Greek women in the centre and forefront of the 
painting that draw the eye; their fight, their resist-
ance, their agony at losing their children is heart-
breaking and the message is crystal clear.  

It reminds the viewer of the anathema of ‘Paedoma-
zoma’, the importance of motherhood in the Greek 
psyche and the reality that the struggle for Greece’s 
freedom is not yet over.
 

Youth and Freedom Fighters 

Whilst the Greek mothers are the central focus of the painting, Ionides 
also includes the single Greek youth to the left of the painting shown 
struggling to be free to protect his family from the Turks.  He symbolises 
the valour of the Greek freedom fighters who successfully fought and 
won independence despite the huge numerical superiority of the Otto-
mans. Numbers do not count in the psyche of the Hellene from Leonidas 
to Papaflessas to Afxentiou.

This is a magnificent, symbolic painting on the FREEDOM of the Greek 
Nation. Ionides employed a timeless tragic plot to inspire and to urge the 
Greeks to continue the fight until freedom had been won for all Hellenes 
wherever they resided in Ottoman Turkey.  It is somehow prophetic of 
what was to follow in many Greek lands under Turkey’s yoke in the fol-
lowing one hundred years.



Modern Greece 1821- 2021

By 1828 the Revolution was concluded successfully, and with the help of the European nations Greece became 
an independent country with Prince Otto of Bavaria established as the first monarch of Greece. The Greek 
Royal family line started with Prince Otto and ended in 1967 with King Constantine.

Greece at that time extended from Volos in the north and Arta in the west down to the Peloponnese in the 
south, the main part of the newly established state that had Nafplion as its capital. There were many ups and 
downs in the following years which culminated in the Balkan Wars against Turkey in 1912 and WWI, where 
Turkey was defeated alongside Germany. As a result of these conflicts Greece developed into the mainland 
Greece we know today. Protagonist in the Balkan Wars and WWI was Eleftherios Venizelos and for that reason 
we believe he deserves a leading, prominent place in the history of modern Greece.

We consider Venizelos an Ethnarch and a leader who guided Greece to triumphs and enlarged the country with 
his political genius.  He earned the respect and acceptance of European nations who rewarded Greece for its 
struggles for freedom in WWI.





3. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Portrait of Eleftherios Venizelos



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

a pair to the portrait of Archbishop Makarios, no 67

80 x 60 cm

Provenance: The artist September 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
 Group exhibition, November 2004, number 2, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue 

Internet Exhibition: January - February 2011

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’ 16th November - 18th December 2015, number 2, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

Literature:
‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 112, page 206

At the turn of the twentieth century Hellenism was lucky to have a leader with the intellect and stature of Veni-
zelos.  Both Venizelos in Greece and Makarios in Cyprus led the two centres of Hellenism of the Mediterranean 
and hold a special place as political leaders of the Hellenes. Greeks embraced and admired their achievements 
but sadly at the same time spurned them. 

The small state of 1900s Greece had become Greece of the ‘Megali Idea’ or ‘Great Idea’ by 1920 thanks to Veni-
zelos. However, the Asia Minor disaster of 1922 destroyed this achievement; Hellenism went from triumph to 
disaster and we, the Greeks of today, wonder how that was possible.

Zenetzis was a patriot Cretan for whom Venizelos embodied his birthplace Crete, his homeland Greece and 
Hellenism at its best. He proudly painted the ethnarchs Venizelos and Makarios and proudly posed with his 
creations in his studio in September 2004 on fully completing the two portraits.



4. A.C. Ingrald-Lund (Danish 20th Century)

Queen Anna Maria aged three with her Mother Queen Ingrid at the Royal Palace in Copenhagen



Signed, oil on canvas, 94 x 118 cm, painted 1948-49

Provenance: Christies, London 1990

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London

‘Greek and European Paintings’ 24th - 31st May 1992, number 49

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘The Hellenes’ 16th November – 18th December 2015, no 9, illustrated in colour in the catalogue.

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, page 236, illustrated in colour

We are grateful to King Constantine for the information he provided to us in 1992 upon viewing the 
painting in person.

His Highness confirmed that the two figures in the painting were indeed the young princess Anna Maria and 
her mother Queen Ingrid. 

The story of the Greek Royal Family dominates a long chapter in Greek history that lasted 140 years. Their 
role was important in modern Greek history and at times a determining factor in the history of the nation. 
When King Constantine, the husband of Anna Maria, staged a counter coup against the colonels in 1967, he 
essentially abolished the monarchy in Greece. The coup failed and Greece became the Presidential Republic we 
know today.

This is a beautiful royal portrait of great significance. What is touching in this painting is the reciprocal love 
shown between mother and child and the innocence of childhood. Queen Ingrid is facing the young princess 
as she tenderly hands over the flower she has picked from the Palace gardens. Anna Maria takes it in wonder 
and expectation and adds it to the bunch of flowers she has in her hand.

This is a unique gem of a painting full of historical significance and symbolism. Royalty has featured in the 
social fabric and lives of most Europeans for hundreds of years and continues in many countries well into this 
millennium. We believe this painting has a special place in the history of the royal life of Europe.



Christianity Leads the Nation and Revolution of 1821

The destiny of the Greek Nation has been inseparably tied to Christianity since the appearance of the religion 
in 45-60 AD when Saint Paul visited the Greek world and addressed his epistles to the Greeks of Ephesus, 
Thessaloniki and Corinth.  Religion and Nation (Pistis - Patris) stood together, struggled, and fought for sur-
vival for two thousand years, delivering to the Hellenes of today modern Hellas, a Christian nation respected 
worldwide.

The Revolution of 1821 could not have happened without the blessings of Christianity and the support of the 
Church and its leaders throughout the Greek world from the monastery of Aghia Lavra, to Mount Athos, Con-
stantinople, Nicosia, and the Greek Christian Orthodox Diaspora of Europe.

During the four hundred years of Ottoman slavery Hellenism was kept alive in the monasteries. Greece’s an-
cient monuments also stood as a reminder of past achievements.  When the revolution happened in 1821, 
thanks to the monasteries and Hellenes of the diaspora, there existed already a group of educated patriots 
ready to take the helm and lead the reborn nation.  Their leadership inspired little Hellas of 1821 to continue 
the struggle and grow into the nation we know today. 

Art can be an inspiration and a reminder to the Hellenes of today of this bond between Nation and Religion 
and the historic struggles of the past.  Our artists deliver art that celebrates the Greek mind and soul, com-
memorates our heroes and inspires us, with the help and assistance of God, to have faith and to work for the 
nation’s rebirth and wellbeing.



Archbishop Kyprianos and his Bishops, plus hundreds of Greek Cypriot dignitaries, were hanged or be-
headed by the Ottomans in Nicosia upon the declaration of the Revolution of 1821! 

St John’s Cathedral, Nicosia with Archbishop Kyprianos statue to the left



5. Spyros Papaloukas (1892-1957)

Karyes Monastery with Protatos Church and Tower on Agion Oros (Mount Athos)



Signed bottom right and signed bottom left with initials and dated 1924

Oil on board

50 x 51.5 cm

Provenance: Private Collection, Thessaloniki since 1924. Possibly acquired at the artist’s exhibition at Lefkos 
Pyrgos in Thessaloniki in 1924.

Acquired from above by ‘greeksinart’ in December 2013

Exhibitions: 
Possibly Lefkos Pyrgos, Thessaloniki 1924

Literature: Illustrated in colour on the back inside page of ‘The Parthenon’ catalogue of the exhibition held at 
the Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, 10th March – 10 April 2015

Papaloukas stated: 

“One cannot create the future, if not thoroughly familiar with the past. Our soul, our roots and inspirations come 
from the past, come from our history, our religion and our traditions.”

Following the Asia Minor disaster of 1922, these thoughts and beliefs deepened.  Papaloukas desired to be the 
artist who elevated the nation to new heights and horizons. Where else would he look to for inspiration, but 
Mount Athos, the bastion of Christianity since 50AD? 

During his stay on Mount Athos in 1923-24 Papaloukas’ quest was not only to paint the life of the monastery 
but also to live it, to capture the essence and strength of Christian Orthodoxy and Hellenism that had been kept 
alive for centuries, and apply it to  the future. 

He painted vigorously and passionately whilst living as a monk on Mount Athos. The work of this period is 
monumental and extremely important in Greek art and history. Part of that work he exhibited at Lefkos Pyrgos 
in Thessaloniki in 1924 to celebrate the return of Thessaloniki to the Greek motherland, thus starting a new 
cultural tradition in the newly liberated city. The present work most likely originated from that exhibition.

Karyes Monastery is true to the heart of the artist.  Papaloukas never felt satisfied with conventional representa-
tion and style of the day. His art was about history and tradition, about emotional and spiritual association. It is 
a tour de force piece artistically and emotionally, skilfully painted in the inimitable architectural structure and 
colouration that distinguishes his work, with bold brush strokes and sensitivity to light colours of green and 
pink. In this painting the artist delivers a superb piece of art celebrating Hellenism and Orthodoxy. 



6. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Saint John’s Cathedral and Old Archbishop’s Palace, Nicosia



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1993

70 x 100 cm

Provenance: The artist 1993

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre, London 
‘Athens – Nicosia, Millennium Exhibition 2000’, 1st - 31st October 2000, number 16

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November - 18th December 2015, number 43, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March - 6th April 2018, number 3, illustrated in colour in the 
catalogue of the exhibition

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’, Peter Constant 2013, page 251, illustrated in colour

‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant, 2020, number 97, pages 176-177

Greece and Cyprus owe their existence to the spiritual, unifying power of Christianity. The leaders of the Chris-
tian Church, Patriarchs, Archbishops, Bishops and Abbots were the political leaders of the nation for centuries, 
especially during the Ottoman occupation. They kept the burning torch of nation and religion alive under this 
cruel tyranny for over 400 years in Greece and three hundred years in Cyprus.

Christianity has had a dominant role in the life of Cyprus since the appearance of the religion. Monasteries as 
old as Christianity were founded all over the island through the years and during the Byzantine period. The 
struggles of the people of Cyprus and those of the whole of the Greek Nation were always supported by the 
leaders of the Church of Cyprus who advised and urged their flock to support any freedom uprising in main-
land Greece.  

This they did at the commencement of the Revolution of 1821 with thousands of Greek Cypriots volunteer-
ing in the struggle. As a result of this support Archbishop Kyprianos of Cyprus, his Bishops and hundreds of 
prominent Cypriots were hanged or beheaded by the Ottomans in Nicosia not far from the Old Archbishop’s 
Palace shown in our painting to the right. The statue of Archbishop Kyprianos to the front left of St John’s Ca-
thedral commemorates his sacrifice for Hellenism.

Paying tribute to our religious leaders and to our most sacred religious monuments was in the heart of the 
Cretan painter Zenetzis. He honoured Saint John’s Cathedral, the Old and New Archbishops’ Palaces and the 
small statue of the martyred Achbishop Kyprianos magnificently in this painting of them.  It is a sensitive work 
of art that is a reminder to the Hellenes of today that Christianity’s leaders have also been the Nation’s leaders 
and heroes!

We celebrate and we applaud the role of the Monastery, the Church and Christianity in general to hold the na-
tion together and see it prosper over the last two hundred years. Saint John’s Cathedral, The Archbishop’s Pal-
ace and the Makarios III Art Gallery are symbols of ‘Pistis – Patris’ for us, holding Hellenism and Christianity 
united and standing together at these difficult times for Cyprus. 



7. Andreas Chrysochos (1929 -)

Mother and Son



Signed, signed and inscribed with title and dated 2014 on reverse, 

acrylic on canvas

70 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist December 2017

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’ 5th March - 6th April 2018, number 27, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue.

Chrysohos’ attachment to religion and humanity cannot be missed in this important painting nor in his long 
painting career. Motherhood, the Virgin Mary and modern Son are the fundamental concepts of the artist in 
this symbolic work that speaks of hope in an otherwise dark world of the 21st century.

In a letter accompanying the work, the artist explains the universal love of Mother to Son. He elaborates further 
on the symbolic elements he employed to enable the viewer to understand why leaves, flowers and butterflies 
are present in the painting in such powerful, bright colours.



8. Yiannis Koutrikas (1954 -)

Modern Christ



Signed, oil on thick panel

51 x 36 cm

Provenance: The artist 2000

Exhibited: 
Internet Exhibition, Greek Figurative Art, January - February 2011

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’ 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 8, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue         
 
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’, Peter Constant 2013, Page 456 illustrated in colour

Religion has been an integral part of the nation and its fate since time immemorial. Christianity united with 
Nation assisted to its survival through the hardest and most difficult circumstances and epochs, from Byzan-
tine times to the dark period of Ottoman slavery. It was with the blessings of the Church and Monastery that 
the Hellenes revolted in 1821 and Modern Hellas was reborn from the ashes.

Koutrikas sees Jesus Christ from the perspective of a modern artist who has his roots in the traditions of Hel-
lenism and Christianity. This is an inspiring image of a modern Christ not just a modern young man in long 
hair as a deeper look into the picture reveals the Halo that surrounds the figure.



9. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Machairas Monastery, Cyprus



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, a pair

50 x 40 cm

Provenance: The artist 1993

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London 
‘Greek Paintings’ March 1994, a pair, no 24

Ebury Galleries and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’ 23rd - 31st October 1999, number 33 

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’ 5th March - 6th April 2018, numbers 4 and 5 both illustrated in 
colour in the exhibition catalogue.

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 99, page 181

In the shadows of the monastery of Machairas lived and lives on the memory of Gregoris Afxentiou, the mod-
ern Leonidas of Cyprus; the celebrated hero of EOKA who fought for the FREEDOM of Cyprus and fell heroi-
cally. His name is written in gold letters in the history of the island and his heroic stand against an empire wrote 
another epic page in Cyprus’ history.

“Molon Lave” (“Come and get them”)

Near Machairas Monastery, betrayed, encircled and with no exit but certain death, the modern Leonidas of 
Cyprus fought to the last drop of his blood and breath and sacrificed himself for the cause of Freedom.  His 
memory and sacrifice are immortal and deeply rooted in the hearts and souls of a small country.  His self-
sacrifice in March 1957 proved to be and still is the greatest act of heroism for Greek Cypriots.

Numbers do not matter; hearts and souls do!

Zenetzis knew of Afxentiou’s sacrifice and the struggles of Cyprus to Freedom. His work, honouring the he-
roes, the land, Religion, Nation and all the Greeks, is an inspiration for the Greeks of Cyprus.  The paintings 
of Machairas Monastery stand out in Zenetzis’ oeuvre, because for the Cretan patriot honouring a hero at the 
place where he fell for country and nation was a small but necessary tribute. The historic monastery is painted 
in immaculate impressionist spatula work; bright shades of green deliver forest and pine trees magnificently, 
while the ochre colours of the monastery dominate the central part of the paintings, reminding us that religion 
and our heroes are inseparable in our hearts and minds. 



10. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Kapnikarea Church, Central Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas

50 x 70 cm

Provenance: The artist 1998

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre, London, ‘Millennium Exhibition 2000, Athens – Nicosia’ October 2000, number 8a

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, ‘The Hellenes’ 16th November - 18th December 2015, number 
19, illustrated in colour in the catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 49, page 91

Just a stone’s throw away from the Parthenon lies Kapnikarea Church. This Byzantine miracle of Christianity 
dates to about 1050 AD and is a shining example of the marriage of Christian Orthodoxy and ancient Greece, 
as Kapnikarea was built on the remains of an ancient Greek temple.

This diamond of Christianity and Byzantine architecture is not lost among the concrete jungle of modern Ath-
ens. Millions admire it annually as it stands proudly in a small square in a main trading area of Athens, with 
the Acropolis and the Parthenon overlooking it about a kilometre away. Christianity is ever present in Greece 
inspiring and guiding the Greeks.



The Olympic Games and Spirit of Hellenism

The achievements of Ancient Greece do not span just the years of the Golden Era of Athens of 450-430 BC but 
centuries earlier and later.  These can still be seen all over the Mediterranean in today’s Greece and Cyprus, 
Turkey, the Middle East, Southern Italy and North Africa. 

Today’s Olympics are one of the greatest legacies left to the world by Ancient Greece.  Every four years all na-
tions of the world come together to celebrate human prowess and sporting achievement just as Greek cities did 
in 776 BC when the first Olympics began in Olympia.  Since 1896, with the rebirth of the modern Olympics 
in Athens, Olympia has become the centre of the Olympic ideal once again. The Olympic Torch of Peace and 
Humanity starts its long run to the four corners of the planet from Olympia bringing together all races and 
religions, colours and creeds in fair competition and sporting celebration.  What a tribute to Hellenism and 
Greece!

Ancient Olympia stands today as a unique, important symbol of our world and the genius of the Ancient 
Greeks. Words pale into insignificance when one stands in this ancient marvel and considers its importance 
for the whole world and especially for the Greek Nation.

Our artists pay tribute to our ancestors by painting Olympia and reminding the world that art is pivotal in our 
lives. Constantinos Maleas in the 1920s and Vasilis Zenetzis in 2004 spent time at Olympia painting on location 
and delivering masterpieces for us to admire today. 



Ancient Olympia



11. Constantinos Maleas (1879-1928)

Ancient Olympia



Signed, oil on cardboard, painted circa 1924-25

30.5 x 42.5 cm

Provenance: Bought directly from the artist’s family in 1930 then acquired by ‘greeksinart’ in 2013.

Literature: Illustrated in ‘The Parthenon’ exhibition catalogue, March - April 2015

Illustrated on the back page of the exhibition catalogue ‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, March – 
April 2018

Unsurprisingly, one of our most celebrated Greek artists, Maleas, spent time at the location of Ancient Olympia 
and painted magnificent views of the historic place, one of which we proudly present in this exhibition. 

This is a superb oil painting that not only speaks of the history of Ancient Greece but also of the beauty of mod-
ern, contemporary Olympia, the Peloponnese and Hellas. The ancient ruins come alive in the bright sunshine 
of the Greek landscape, still breathing glory among the pine trees and proud Peloponnese mountains in the 
background, prompting viewers to contemplate that they are not just remnants of the old glory but also power-
ful reminders of rebirth and continuity.



12. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Ancient Olympia, The Temple of Hera



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted July 2004

60 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist, July 2004

Exhibited: 
Philippouli Gallery, Kolonaki, Athens, ‘Athens Olympics 2004’ 13th – 30th August 2004, Number 24

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, ‘Athens - London Olympics, 2004-2012’, 14th – 27th November 
2011, number 8, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, page 141, number 73, illustrated in colour

The Temple of Hera is 2500 years old surviving in our days as a reminder that the Olympics in Ancient Greece 
were held to honour the Gods and pay respect to them with peaceful games and contests.

The beauty of Olympia today is not only in its ancient monuments and ruins but also in the beauty of the land-
scape and lushness of green that surrounds the ancient monuments. The ancient temples and the Olympic ideal 
survive, and united humanity rejoices in sport and genuine competition for glory every four years, thanks to 
the ancient Greeks.



Athens The City of Gods
The Parthenon - The Inspiration of Western Civilisation

The Parthenon is the most revered, ancient monument in the world today, firmly standing and reminding us 
of its importance in Greek, western and world civilisations. Two and a half millenia ago Pericles the Athenian 
leader general and politician, Iktinos and Kallicrates the architects, and Phidias the artist, united in one pur-
pose and one idea; dedicate a miraculous Temple to the goddess Athena in celebration of victories over the 
Persians. The result of that co-operation became one of the most important, magnificent and iconic ancient 
monuments still in existence in the world today.

Modern man considers The Parthenon to be the epitome of western civilisation, although conceived and built 
in 450-440 BC. It is harmony and proportion, the perfect symmetrical building with the Golden Ratio of 
1.6180, the same ratio of the human body, where symmetry of part to part and the part to whole are perfect!
 
Central Athens stands out in the eyes of the world primarily because of this wondrous monument on the 
Acropolis. It gives light to the world with its ingenious construction, its unrepeatable friezes and sculptures 
and history that accompanies it through the ages. The achievement that is The Parthenon is manifested in the 
millions that throng the Acropolis annually admiring and living this miracle of classical Greece.





14. Constantinos Maleas (1879-1928)

The Acropolis and Parthenon, Athens



Signed, oil on cardboard, painted circa 1917

20 x 31.5 cm

Provenance: Bought from the family of the artist in 1930
Private collection Athens since 1930, then to ‘greeksinart’ in 2013

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Parthenon’ Exhibition, 10th March – 10th April 2015, number 21, illustrated in colour on the front cover 
of the catalogue and in the catalogue

Constantinos Maleas, according to Antonis Kotidis, painted the Acropolis continuously and exhibited works of 
the Acropolis and Parthenon in all his exhibitions held in Athens. We are proud to own one small work of the 
artist depicting the historic and unrepeatable Athens Acropolis with the Parthenon.

Maleas was a master, impressionist painter and this depiction of the Acropolis and Parthenon shows Maleas at 
his best.  Bold spatula strokes to the forefront and harmony of colours deliver a modern stylistically important 
work of art that pays tribute to the achievements and legacy of ancient Greece to the Hellenes of today and the 
modern world.

The importance of the Parthenon is highlighted as the eye of the spectator is drawn through the trunks of the 
pine trees to the centre of the painting where the Parthenon is framed like a giant diamond shining and shed-
ding light to the whole world. Painted in wonderful, bright shades of ochre, the Parthenon and Propylaea invite 
the viewer to a closer examination and a better appreciation of one of the most important buildings on our 
planet. 

Maleas produced larger works of art of the Acropolis and the Parthenon but in our experience this small gem 
of a painting stands among the best in the artist’s oeuvre. The artist’s use of colour and impressionist technique 
unite the landscape of modern Greece with the spirit and mind of the Ancient Hellenes at the most important 
location and most inspirational monument of Greece and humanity!



15. Spyridon Vandoros (1882-1940)

The Acropolis with Parthenon, Athens



Signed, oil on canvas, painted circa 1900s

74 x 100 cm

Provenance: Private collection Paris, acquired by ‘greeksinart’ in 2020

This is a magnificent view of the Acropolis and Athens of the early twentieth century by Vandoros, an Athenian 
artist of merit. It is a rare work by the artist who, although not a prolific painter, produced art worthy of praise 
and respect.

Paintings of the Acropolis and the Parthenon and all its other monuments were generally painted by non-
Greek artists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, thus Vandoros’ painting of the 1900s from 
Asteroskopeio becomes extremely important in the history of Greek art. 



The Magnificent Seven 
Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)    



The Athens Olympics of 2004 was a major landmark in our history and a great opportunity to honour our an-
cient ancestors and modern heroes. Immortalising once again the monuments our ancient ancestors created 
and left us as a legacy was a moral obligation for many; for Vasilis Zenetzis, the man and the artist, it was a 
national duty.

Zenetzis had given his heart and soul to Athens and Hellas in general.  Living just a stone’s throw away from the 
Acropolis and the surrounding areas of old and Ancient Athens, the artist painted these areas time and again, 
ceaselessly. However, to paint these miracles of Greek and world civilisation again during the 2004 Olympics 
was a dream he harboured ever since Athens was chosen to host them. 

‘The Magnificent Seven’, a series of seven oil paintings on canvas that the artist painted specifically to com-
memorate the Athens Olympics of 2004, are unique in the work of Zenetzis.  They were painted on location, en 
plein air and during the duration of the Olympics. Furthermore, to differentiate them from all his other work, 
the artist signed and inscribed them on the reverse with a special blue painted stamp, titled Athens Olympics 
2004 and with the date of execution.

This ambitious series of seven paintings was a dream fulfilled and the culmination of Zenetzis’ artistic creation.



16. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

The Acropolis with Parthenon



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted stamp and 
dated Athens Olympics 2004

40 x 50 cm

Painted on 14th August 2004

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens - London Olympics 2004 - 2012, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 1, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 37, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated in colour, page 416



17. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016) 

The Acropolis with Parthenon



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title on reverse, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted 
stamp dated Athens Olympics 2004

50 x 70 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens - London Olympics, 2004 - 2012, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 2, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 38, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated in colour, page 416



18. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Plaka with Monument of Aerides and the Acropolis with Erechtheum Above



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted stamp and 
dated Athens Olympics 18/8/2004

45 x 60 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens- London Olympics 2004 - 2012, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 3, illustrated in colour in the 
catalogue to exhibition

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 39, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated in colour, page 416



19. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Stylae of Olympian Zeus with the Acropolis and the Parthenon Beyond



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted stamp and 
dated Athens Olympics 20/8/2004

45 x 60 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens - London Olympics 2004 - 2012, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 4, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 40, exhibited in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated in colour, page 416



20. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016) 

The Parthenon and the Erechtheum from the East on the Acropolis with Saronicos Beyond



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted stamp and 
dated Athens Olympics 23/8/2004

50 x 70 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens - London Olympics 2004 - 2012, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 5, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015 number 41, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated in colour, page 416



21. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016) 

The Acropolis from Stylae of Olympian Zeus



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted stamp and 
dated Athens Olympics 25/8/2004

60 x 90 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens - London Olympics 2004 - 2012, 14th - 17th November 2011, number 6, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 42, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated in colour, page 416



22. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016) 

The Acropolis with Saint George Lycabettus from the West and Asteroskopion



Signed, signed with monogram and inscribed with title, oil on canvas, with artist’s blue painted stamp and 
dated Athens Olympics 28/8/2004

60 x 90 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
Athens - London Olympics 2004 - 2012, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 7, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The Parthenon, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 43, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ by Peter Constant, London 2013, illustrated as Magnificent Seven, page 416

All seven paintings are discussed and illustrated in Zenetzis Impressions Of Hellas, Pages 52-67



23. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Acropolis Walls with Greek Flag, Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, painted 2003

90 x 60 cm

Provenance: The artist 2003

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London  
‘Athens - London Olympics 2012’, 14th – 27th November 2011, number 23, illustrated in colour in the exhibi-
tion catalogue

‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, page 35, number 16

The Greek flag is the heart of the nation today. It symbolises the perennial struggles of Greece to Freedom with 
Christianity uniting its power to the prosperity and survival of the nation.

Floating on the highest point of the centre of Athens it is the inspiration of the whole Greek nation and the 
protector of the monuments of the Acropolis.



24. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

The Parthenon



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, a pair, painted 2002

60 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist 2002

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘The Parthenon’, 10th March - 10th April 2015, numbers 5 and 6 illustrated in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 6, pages 18-19

The Greek nation has its roots in thousands of years of history, known and unknown. The Parthenon was not 
just a building, it was not just a Temple to the goddess Athena, it was not just a miracle of art and architecture.

It was the embodiment of Greek ideals and ideas that govern our world today. It has been the symbol humanity 
has based its progress on and from where the Greek Nation derived its strength and survival instincts.

The Golden Ratio of the Parthenon is 1.6180 height to width as in the human body, first discovered by Protago-
ras and later used by architects of the Parthenon.

 “Man is the measure of all things” declared the sophist Protagoras, a contemporary of Pericles.

The Parthenon is a symbol of Beauty and what man can create

The Parthenon is a symbol of Harmony vs Chaos



Plaka and Monastiraki, Athens



Neo-classical Greece is deeply rooted in Ancient Greece both in its location and its history and origins. United 
under the blue skies of Attica, standing proudly next to each other and under each other, there is no way to 
disassociate them, separate them or speak of them as two separate entities.



25. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Plaka and Acropolis from Central Athens with Saronicos Beyond



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1991

80 x 120 cm 

Provenance: The artist 1991

Sothebys, London, The Greek Sale, 16th November 2004, number 88

Exhibited:
Hallam Fine Art (Ebury Galleries) London, ‘Greek and European paintings’ 24th – 31st May 1992, number 
22, sold to Mr H.

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘The Parthenon’, 10th March - 10th April 2015, number 18, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 9, pages 22-23

This panoramic view of Plaka, the Acropolis and Saronicos beyond is unique in Zenetzis’ oeuvre as it was 
painted in the early 1990s. 

In this magnificent canvas Zentezis pays tribute to the best that Athens has to offer: The Acropolis with all its 
monuments; Plaka with its long history; and contemporary Athens stretching all the way to Saronicos Bay with 
its blue seas and golden skies at sunset.  Plaka in full view attracts the eye in the forefront of the painting, while 
the Acropolis with its monuments dominate the centre of this magnificent canvas. In the distance Zenetzis 
unites modern Athens and Saronicos’ blue bay under brilliant blue skies with classical and neo-classical Athens. 

This is a magnificent piece of art, a tribute to Athens and Hellenism, a salute to all the Hellenes wherever they 
might live and thrive.



26. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Monastiraki, Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2000

60 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist 2000

Exhibited: 
Philippouli Gallery, Kolonaki, Athens 
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 16th July -30th August 2004, number 4, illustrated on the  back of the exhibition 
catalogue.

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 45, pages 84-85 and 87 

Monastiraki Square was a frequent painting venue for Vasilis during the years 1990-2005. He painted the heart 
of Athens with passion and spontaneity in exemplary style establishing him as the master impressionist painter 
of Athens of this period.

 In this painting Zenetzis captures magnificently this vibrant area at the foot of the Acropolis. Monastiraki and 
Plaka pulsate with life, full of people enjoying the ambience, attractions, culture, and history unique to this 
area. 



27. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Monastiraki Square, Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, a pair, painted 2000

40 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist 2000

Exhibited:
Matala Gallery, Ilissia- Athens
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 16th July- 30th August 2004, number 40

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Athens - London Olympics 2004-2012’, 14th - 27th November 2011, numbers 19 and 24, both illustrated in 
colour in the exhibition catalogue
‘The Parthenon’, 10th March – 10th April 2015, numbers 9 and 10, both illustrated in colour in the exhibition 
catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 4, page 90

Zenetzis is at his best when painting the Monastiraki area in bright sunshine and full of people living the hustle 
and bustle of the square.  Discovering its lanes and its monuments and enjoying the reality of Plaka is a unique 
experience for millions.  The area is a feast for the senses.  Greek music reverberates everywhere, cuisine smells 
intoxicate and all around are spectacles of history, making the area a magnet for both locals and visitors from 
all over the globe.



28. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Plaka, Monument of Lysicrates with Acropolis Beyond



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1991

40 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist 1998

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre, London
‘Athens -Nicosia, Millennium Exhibition’ 1st – 31st October 2000, number 7 as a pair with no 28, photo of 
painting in the exhibition

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 5th – 21st July 2004, number 40

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 53, page 98

In central Athens and amongst neo-classical buildings of 1850-1940, stands the historic Lysicrates Monu-
ment, a dedication to music and the arts of Athens of 333-34 BC.  Built to commemorate Dionysia by a pa-
tron of the arts in those days, the Lysicrates monument is one of the top attractions in Athens today, remind-
ing the world that art and achievements of the mind are immortal and survive with humanity much longer 
than military triumphs.



29. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Plaka with Aerides and the Erechtheum on the Acropolis



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1991

40 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist 1998

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre, London  
‘Athens -Nicosia, Millennium Exhibition’ 1st-31st October 2000, number 7 as a pair to no 26, photo of paint-
ing in the exhibition

Matala Gallery, Ilissia Athens 
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 5th – 21st July 2004, number 40

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Athens – London Olympics 2004-2012’, 14th – 27th November 2011, number 21 illustrated in the catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 54, page 99

In the centre of Plaka and inside the Roman Agora, stands the magnificent monument of Aerides (The Tower 
of the Winds), an octagonal marble tower that features a combination of sundials, a water clock and a wind 
vane.  It was built either in the 2nd century BC or 50 BC for the purpose of telling the wind direction. Today 
the perfectly preserved monument is a major attraction in Athens alongside the monument of Lysicrates, the 
Acropolis monuments, Stylae of Olympian Zeus and the new Parthenon Museum, the five magnets attracting 
visitors to Athens from all over the world.

This is an important work that incorporates elements of the long and varied history of Greece from ancient 
times, the Greco-Roman and Neo-Classical eras, to Modern Hellas of the last two hundred years.



30. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

The Agora from Monastiraki with Acropolis Beyond



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

80 x 120 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, 
‘Athens-London Olympics 2004-2012’, 14th -27th November 2011, number 12, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue
‘The Parthenon’, 10th March – 10th April 2015, number 16, illustrated in colour in exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 18, pages 38-39

The entrance to the ancient Agora from Monastiraki greets the visitor with a spectacular view of ancient ruins, 
churches, neo-classical houses and the old Acropolis museum to the left. Lush vegetation with hidden treasures 
delights the eye further with the Acropolis dominating the view in the distance.

Zenetzis sang Greece and its glorious past with his spectacular impressionist art. Here he portrays Greece and 
its glorious history and monuments that span millennia and shed light to a world that looks for direction and 
inspiration right now.



30. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Acropolis with Parthenon from Philopappou



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

80 x 120 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Athens- London Olympics 2004-2012’, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 15, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020”, number 11, pages 26-27

The Acropolis, The Parthenon, The Propylaea and Herod Atticus Theatre shine gloriously from all directions.  
However, for Zenetzis they appear their best from the hill of Philopappou because of the clear view of the thea-
tre in the forefront. 

This is a major painting by Zenetzis produced in 2004 when he was in a tremendous creative spirit just before 
the Athens Olympics. Working for nearly eighteen hours a day, he produced marvels of impressionist art de-
picting the eternal monuments of ancient Athens.  He immortalised once again the essence of Hellenism with 
paintings that have already become part of Greek art history and culture.



31. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Stylae of Olympian Zeus with Acropolis and Parthenon Beyond



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

80 x 120 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London  
‘Athens - London Olympics 2004-2012’, 14th – 27th November 2011, number 12, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue
‘The Parthenon’, 10th March –10th April 2015, number 28, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis ‘Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 35, pages 68-69 and 72

Next to the old Olympic Stadium of Athens stands the pine covered Arditos Hill overlooking the Stylae of 
Olympian Zeus, part of modern Athens and in the distance the Acropolis and Parthenon.

Over many years Zenetzis produced wonderful art from this hill ‘en plein air’.  However, his paintings of 2004 
during the Olympics surpass anything else he had produced before. Standing, sitting on rocks or on trunks of 
pine trees he delivered the magnificence of Athens and its immortal monuments in a series of unforgettable 
paintings such as this one.  

The inspiration was palpable, the impetus unstoppable that summer of 2004.  It was a glorious time for Hel-
lenism, a time when all Hellenes worldwide felt proud and honoured that the Olympics had come home that 
summer.  Zenetzis glorified with his art the best of Greece, at the most glorious time for Modern Greece.  The 
exceptional paintings he produced during this period elevate him in the hierarchy of modern Greek artists. 



32. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Plaka Lanes, Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, a pair, painted 1997

40 x 30 cm

Provenance: The artist, 1997

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre, London 
‘Millennium Exhibition, Athens – Nicosia 2000’ 1st - 31st October 2000, number 11

Philippouli Gallery, Kolonaki-Athens
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 13th - 30th August 2004, number 12

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 56, page 101

Plaka’s historic lanes are a major attraction for visiting Greeks as well as tourists who throng this historic area of 
Athens arriving from all corners of the planet. Hidden in these lanes are magnificent buildings of neo-classical 
architecture, small chapels and churches, unique bric-a-brac shops and welcoming tavernas and restaurants 
serving the best of Greek cuisine. 



33. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Stylae of Olympian Zeus and Acropolis, and Street in Plaka



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, a pair, painted 1992

40 x 30 cm

Provenance: The artist, 1993

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 23rd – 31st October 1999, number 9

Hellenic Centre, London 
‘Millennium Exhibition, Athens-Nicosia’ 1st – 31st October 2000, number 12

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020 number 41, page 79

Bright late springtime and Zenetzis produces two small masterpieces; one of the Olympian Zeus area and 
Acropolis with Parthenon; the other, a beautiful lane in Plaka immediately under the Acropolis leading to the 
magnificent monument of Lysicrates. 

Zenetzis delivers superbly both Ancient Greece and modern Athens of the early 20th century stressing that the 
two are a unique marriage and a proud continuation of Hellenism and world heritage.



The Sea and The Hellenes

“Athens will only be saved, if you build wooden walls” said the oracle of Delphi, which was interpreted by 
Themistocles as ships to fight off the Persians in Salamis.

The united Greek Navy under Themistocles defeated the superior Persian fleet at Salamis in 480 BC and 
saved Hellenism from the Persian invaders. That historic victory as well as others led to the miracle of Peri-
cles’ classical Athens some thirty years later.

In modern times the Greek Merchant Marine became the backbone of the Greek Revolution of 1821 and later 
the Greek nation’s economy. The feats of Kanaris, Miaoulis, Kountouriotis and Bouboulina have never been 
forgotten.  Their victories over the Ottoman Turks’ far larger and greater number of ships lifted the spirit and 
morale of all the fighters and finally led to FREEDOM from that vicious dynast. The gunpowder of their ships 
lit the flames of the rebirth of the nation which became reality by 1828.

Today, the Greek Merchant Marine Navy ploughs the seas of the planet creating business and wealth for the 
nation and its people. For decades it has been among the top merchant navies in the world, forming the back-
bone of the Greek economy and assisting the nation to prosper and face modern day economic tests.

We celebrate the achievements of the nation, ancient and modern. We celebrate the rise of New Hellenism 
in our heroes at sea and all the generations of seafarers that preceded them, spreading Hellenism to the four 
corners of the planet. The Hellenes of the diaspora, many descendants of sailors, are a vital, pivotal part of 
Hellas and for that we celebrate and pay respect to them.  We honour and feel proud of the role they played 
and continue to play in aiding the motherland and the spread of Hellenism. 





34. Leon Kalogeropoulos (1928-2002)

Schooner with Greek Flag



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 1999-2000

80 x 120 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned in 1999 

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre, London 
‘Millennium Exhibition, Athens- Nicosia’, 1st – 31sth October 2000, number 33

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Marine Art - Leon Kalogeropoulos’, 16th October- 17th November 2017, number 21, illustrated in colour in 
the catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, Page 432, illustrated in colour

Kalogeropoulos was the last genuine marine artist in Greece at the end of the twentieth century. A passionate 
patriot and Hellene of the old school, he painted marine paintings of quality immortalising famous ships such 
as ‘The Averof ’ and historic battles like ‘The Battle of Navarino’.

Greek Navy and Merchant Marine ships were the core of his art, manifested in the paintings he sparingly pro-
duced between 1975 - 2002. He was proud of the art he produced and told me on many occasions:

“There is no Greek museum or shipping tycoon that does not have my work in their collections.”



35. Leon Kalogeropoulos (1928-2002)

Racing in Rough Seas



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 1999 - 2000

70 x 110 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned in 1999

Exhibited: 
Hellenic Centre London, 
‘Millennium Exhibition, Athens- Nicosia’, 1st – 3ist October 2000, Number 32

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Marine Art - Leon Kalogeropoulos’, 16th October – 17th November 2017, number17, illustrated in colour in 
the exhibition catalogue and on the cover of the catalogue to the exhibition 

The seas, the waves, the wind and sky and clouds, and ships and sails were the elements Kalogeropoulos knew 
and delivered best in his paintings.  Impeccable and excellent harmony of the elements with human craft and 
endeavour were composed superbly by one of the best Greek marine artists of the last quarter of the 20th cen-
tury. 

Our country is an endless expanse of seas. The oceans of the world are the playing fields of the Greek Merchant 
navy today as they have been for over four thousand years. This is what Kalogeropoulos painted immortalising 
the Greek Merchant Marine of Ancient Greece and Modern Hellas.



36. Alexandros Vakirtzis (1952- )

Merchant Ships in Piraeus



Signed, oil on canvas

60 x 80 cm

Provenance: Private Collection, Cyprus 2009

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Marine Art’, 16th October – 17th November 2017, number 22, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, Page 456, illustrated in colour

Piraeus is the main port of Greece serving the country’s needs as well as international shipping. Throughout the 
history of the nation the sea and the fate of the Hellenes remained entwined and strongly united in moments of 
national need contributing to the country’s prosperity at home and abroad. The Greek Merchant Marine fleet 
has been the pride of the nation since ancient times and more recently in 1821-28 when the fleet’s contribution 
was pivotal to the success of the 1821 Revolution.  It is no exaggeration to suggest that the revolution would 
have failed had the leaders of the Greek Merchant Marine Navy failed to join the War of Independence and 
support it militarily and financially.



37. Yiannis Papanelopoulos (1936- )

Racing Yachts



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 2004

90 x 120 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004, number 22, illustrated in the catalogue to exhibition
‘Marine Art’, 16th October – 17th November 2017, number 23, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

Papanelopoulos has always been preoccupied with human endeavour and humanity’s efforts to overcome ma-
chines and succeed. He painted Racing Yachts in 2004 in celebration of the Athens Olympics held that year. He 
excels in his narrative of sailing crews conquering the waves, thus reminding the viewer that life is a constant 
effort to arrest problems, solve them, survive them and be victorious in the final stage.  

This is an impressive canvas telling us in a symbolic manner the story of the Hellenes of past and present as a 
nation and their constant struggles for success in the oceans of the planet.



38. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Aegina Port



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1998

60 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist 1998

Exhibited: 
Philippouli Gallery, Kolonaki-Athens
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 13th -30th August 2004 number 3, illustrated in colour in catalogue

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre London, 
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 26, illustrated in colour in the exhibition 
catalogue
‘Marine Art’, 16th October- 17th November 2017, number 24, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, page 257, illustrated in colour
‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 86, page 159

Life on the Greek islands and particularly in its picturesque small harbours is beautifully unique, revealing 
hard, but happy local life and topography. 

Zenetzis captures this wonderfully in this vibrant painting of a fisherman and his family at work in the har-
bour at Aegina.  The colourful array of boats ready for sea remind the observer how the Greeks survived mil-
lennia on these islands and how they spread to the four corners of the planet. Imposing over this scene is the 
church, confirming once again that Christianity is a primary concern of the artist and the people of Greece. 



39. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Castella Marina, Piraeus



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2003

60 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist 2003

Exhibited: 
Philippouli Gallery, Kolonaki, Athens 
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 13th – 30th August 2004, number 30

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 59, page 109

Mikrolimano or Pasalimani is the anchorage of impressive and luxurious yachts in Castella, a suburb of Pi-
raeus. 

Zenetzis painted Mikrolimano in the summer of 2003 producing three canvases of the area. The artist knew 
and felt that the marine life of Greece is Greece itself and an industry he was proud to paint. The nation is 
honoured to have such an industry and expects it to represent and enrich the nation for centuries to come.



40. Vouliagmeni Bay, Athens

Vouliagmeni Bay, Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2003-04

60 x 90 cm

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 5th - 21st July 2004, number 80

‘Marine Art’, 16th - 17th November 2017, no 32, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 62, page 114

Zenetzis was in love with the Greek Islands and the blue seas of Greece. In 2003-04 he turned his art to the sea 
around Athens. There is no better sea-side location to paint near Athens than Vouliagmeni Bay and the beaches 
around it.

The blue sea and sky of Greece is a magnet and Zenetzis could not escape it. In the summer of 2003 and 2004 
he painted some magical canvases in the blue he loved so much. This is one of eight oil paintings of the area 
Vasilis painted during the frenzy of creation in those two years.



41. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Vouliagmeni Marina, Athens



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2003

60 x 90 cm

Exhibited:
Philippouli Gallery, Kolonaki, Athens
‘Athens Olympics’, 13th -29 the August 2004, number 29

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Marine Art’, 16th October - 17th November 2017, no 33, illustrated in colour in the catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ 2020, number 64, page 116



Greece, the Land of the Gods

With a history of 4000 years, Greece is indeed a land that narrates western civilization.  It is a land full of cul-
ture, philosophy and mythology, a land of heroes and legends that stretch all the way from east to west, north 
to south.  The names are unforgettable: Mount Olympus and its gods; the Balkans and its Golden Fleece; Crete 
of the Minoans, Theseus, Icarus and Deadalus; Asia Minor with Homer and the Trojan Wars, Aeneas’ flight to 
Italy; the city states of Athens and Sparta, Pericles and Leonidas, Plato, Socrates and Aristotle; Macedonia, Al-
exander the Great and the conquest of Asia; Constantinople and Saint Sophia of Byzantium.  The list is endless.  
Hellenism’s ideals and spirit incorporated later in Christianity are at the core of today’s humanity.

The liberation of a small part of Greece in 1828 was indeed a heroic achievement but most of the Hellenic lands 
remained under the Ottomans for another hundred years until the Balkan Wars and World War I, when Greece 
almost became the country it is today bar the islands. The Ionian islands, ‘Heptanisia’, became part of modern 
Greece in 1864, whereas the Aegean islands joined the Greek state after World War II.

This exhibition depicts, in its selection of paintings, much of today’s Greek lands from north to south and east 
to west.  Included is a selective group of artists whose work pay tribute to Greece and its history. 



Stylae of Olympian Zeus with Acropolis Beyond



42. Nicos Xenos (1908-1984)

View of Mount Olympus



Signed, oil on canvas, painted circa 1960

60 x 80 cm

Provenance: Bought directly from the artist’s daughter in 1988

We begin the part of mainland Greece with Xenos’ painting, as we pay tribute to the ancient Greek gods of 
Olympus, Greek culture and immortal lands.

The present work dates from the 1960s and is related to a series of paintings the artist produced of Mount 
Olympus.  Painted in a modernist style the mountain of the twelve gods of Olympus is a majestic, awe inspiring 
and at the same time peaceful, evergreen, location of Greece.

The greens and blues of the painting are harmonious as in many of Xenos’ work of the period. The eye of the 
spectator enjoys the view, and the mind is drawn to mythical, ancient deities and ancient glories of Greece.



43. Constantinos Maleas (1879-1928)

View of Attica (Lavrion)



Signed, oil on card - board, painted 1920s

26 x 37 cm

Provenance: Private collection Athens since 1930, acquired from them by ‘greeksinart’ in 2013

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Marine Art’, 16th October – 17th November 2017, number 44, illustrated in colour in the catalogue and back 
cover of catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, page 491, illustrated in colour

Maleas travelled the length and breadth of Greece as well as the Middle East drawing inspiration and painting 
on location the beauty around him in inimitable styles. Impressionist, modernist styles are tied with clarity of 
composition, purity of colour contributing to the lyrical dimension that mark out his work of all periods.

In ‘View of Attica’ Maleas reaches new heights of lyrical expression and simplicity of landscape. The serenity 
of the landscape is contagious, the lack of detail disarming, drawing the viewer in to look closer, to discover 
details that the artist skilfully eliminated but also hinted upon. The imposing mountain range in plain brush-
strokes complements the clarity of the dark blue waters, while the hues of soft, warm browns speak of the real 
Greece. 

Maleas finishes the composition to the forefront with stylistic trees typical of the artist’s work of this period.  
Greece looks magnificent in the art of Maleas and forwards to us today in a magical way a vision of Greece in 
the 1920s.



44. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935- 2016)

Sounion with Temple of Poseidon



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

104 x 104 cm

Provenance: Commissioned to the artist in 2003, painted in 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Athens – London Olympics 2004 -2012’, 14th -27th November 2011, number 16, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue
‘Marine Art’, 16th October-17th November 2017, number 35, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 67, pages 128 -130

Zenetzis was fascinated with everything ancient in Greece, especially at the end of his artistic career. Cape 
Sounion with the Temple of Poseidon, built in the 5th century BC to honour the god of the sea, became a prime 
location and major interest to him in 2003-04. Being one of the most important ancient temples in the world 
and built at the same time as the Parthenon, the artist devoted himself to painting the temple and its location 
with immense fervour and passion.

The magnificent Sounion area and the Temple of Poseidon were painted in a series of six canvases from various 
angles but always with the temple as the focus. The present work is the tour de force of this series and one of 
the most important paintings by the artist in the ‘greeksinart’ collection. 

Zenetzis loved the harmony of the ancient with the stretching contemporary Greek. landscape at Sounion. He 
loved the serenity of the location and the calmness and expanse of the Aegean seas surrounding the hill from 
three sides. This painting, delivered in the artist’s distinct impressionist style of bold, bright spatula strokes, 
invites the spectator to experience the magic of this temple and its wondrous location.  It is a work of art that 
signifies the immense talent and ability of this artist to deliver paintings of quality and of national importance.



45. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Sounion with Temple of Poseidon



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

50 x 70 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Matala Gallery, Ilissia - Athens, Greece
‘Athens Olympics’, 13th August – 30th August 2004, number 48

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Marine Art’, 16th October - 17th November 2017, number 36, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 68, page 131

Immortalising the Temple of Poseidon on Cape Sounion was a serious undertaking by Zenetzis.  He was deter-
mined to deliver great art for posterity. 

On arrival at the location Zenetzis explored the area selecting the best possible vantage points to work from.  
He would then work non-stop for several days to finish all the six canvases he had in mind. 

The natural beauty of Sounion is immense and it did not escape the observant eye of the artist.  Serene blue 
Aegean seas and skies, lush vegetation, the immortal temple high on the promontory are delivered in an out-
standing impressionist work of art that shows the artist at his best.



46. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935- 2016)

Vlaherna and Pontikonissi, Corfu



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 2004

104 x 104 cm

Provenance: Commissioned to the artist in 2003, painted 2004

Exhibited:  
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Athens – London Olympics 2004-2012’, 14th - 27th November 2011, number 17 illustrated in colour in the 
catalogue
‘Marine Art’, 16th October-17th November 2017, number 40, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 75, pages 144-146

Vasilis Zenetzis is the most renowned impressionist/divisionist artist of Greece of the last quarter of the 20th 
century and early years of the 21st century. He immortalised Greece and its islands in the style that had made 
19th century impressionist artists the ones we all admire and cherish today. From Corfu to Cyprus, Vasilis de-
livered to the Greek nation a story of love and passion for Hellas never seen in any other contemporary Greek 
artist and indeed in any other modern Greek artist of late. 

An islander from Crete, Zenetzis loved the islands of Greece and in particular Corfu and her irresistible beauty. 
He painted Corfu, Pontikonissi and Vlaherna continuously over the years from various angles at different times 
of the day and size of canvas, and always in his distinctive style.

The present work stands out due to its year of execution and purpose of painting. It was painted specifically in 
2004, in honour of the Athens Olympics held that year. It is distinguished by its deep blue colouration, detailed 
technique and Greek flags proudly displayed on boats close to the Monastery of Vlaherna, conveying the artist’s 
firmly held belief that Christianity and Nation are inseparable across all Hellenic lands.



47.  Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Pontikonissi Corfu with Vlaherna Church



Signed, signed titled on reverse, painted 2003

70 x 100 cm

Exhibited: 
Matala Gallery, Ilissia -Athens, Greece   
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, 13th – 29th August 2004, number 33

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Marine Art’, 16th October – 17th November 2017, number 39, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis, Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 76, page 147

Vlaherna and Pontikonissi islands in the bay of Corfu are mesmerising and attract innumerable visitors every 
year to come and visit this renowned beauty spot.  The view is simply breath-taking. The light, the colours, the 
sunsets are magical and spectacular and as such captivated Zenetzis who throughout his life painted Corfu’s 
beauty.



48. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Corfu Pontikonissi and Vlaherna



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, a pair, painted 1991

40 x 30 cm

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London  
‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 23rd – 31st October 1999, number 19

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 80, page 153

The small canvases of Zenetzis speak of an artist who excelled in anything he painted, small or large. Sparkling 
blue waters, small islands of immense beauty are immortalised in Zenetzis’ art. Vlaherna monastery/chapel 
and Pontikonissi are as unique in location and beauty!  



49. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935- 2016)

Lefkos Pyrgos, Thessaloniki



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1996

50 x 40 cm

Provenance: The artist 1996

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London ‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 
23rd – 31st October 1999, number 25

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 113, page 137 

Macedonia and Thessaloniki have been Greek since the ancient Greek era. The Macedonians and Alexander 
the Great brought glory to Greece and Macedonia in the 4th century BC. Thessaloniki became the Queen of 
northern Greece in 1912-13 with the victorious Balkan Wars and the city’s liberation from the Ottoman Turks. 

Lefkos Pyrgos (White Tower) is the most important landmark of Thessaloniki. It dominates the promenade 
and welcomes visitors to the capital of northern Greece to Hellas of the Macedonians. This exquisite painting 
had to be part of this exhibition emphasizing our strong belief in Hellenism from North to South, from East 
to West.



50. Panos Tsarouhas (1928 - ??)

Peasants Threshing in Komotini



Signed and dated 1995, oil on canvas, painted 1995

60 x 50 cm

Provenance: The cousin of the artist London, 2002

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 34, illustrated in colour in the catalogue

Komotini is one of the most eastern regions of northern Greece in Thrace, where agriculture is the main oc-
cupation. Many people from Macedonia emigrated to Europe in the fifties and sixties, Tsarouhas being one of 
them. 

Tsarouhas is one of the Greek artists of the diaspora living in Sweden, where he produced most of his work.  A 
superb expressionist artist he never forgot his homeland and honours Greece, her culture, and her people with 
his art.



51. Paris Prekas (1926-1999)

Kardamali, Peloponnese



Signed, dated 19.9.84 and situated Kardamali, Peloponnese, watercolour on paper

51 x 74 cm

Provenance:  Gallery Balta, Thessaloniki
Private collection Thessaloniki since 1984. 
Acquired from the above by ‘greeksinart’ in 2020

Prekas stands high in the hierarchy of Greek painters of the second half of the twentieth century. From beauti-
ful landscapes and sea views to semi abstract compositions, Prekas is one of the most promising Greek talents 
to emerge in the last seventy years.

This view of Kardamali is a fantastic example of the artist’s work. It exemplifies his immense ability to paint 
exquisite watercolours in magnificent colouration that make any Greek proud to view and enjoy. 



52. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Hydra Port



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1991

70 x 100 cm

Provenance: The artist 1991 to previous owners

Cypria Auctions, 16th December 2020 to ‘greeksinart’

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 88, page 163

The Greek islands are the jewels of Greece.  They adorn the Aegean and Mediterranean Sea like diamonds, 
inviting the world to come and visit, enjoy and love. 

Hydra island lies off the Eastern Peloponnese offering the visitor a beautiful harbour to enjoy, life on the island 
to dream of and history that boasts many shipping tycoons.  Their contribution to the rebirth of Greece is im-
measurable and it suffices only to mention Miaoulis, the hero of the Greek Revolution and his triumphs at sea 
against the Ottoman Fleet!



53. Vyron Mangos (1924 - 2004)

To the Beach



Signed, oil on canvas, painted circa 1950s

60 x 40 cm

Provenance: Private collection London, acquired from them by “greeksinart” in 2013

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 

‘The Hellenes’ 16th - 18th December 2015, number 25 illustrated in colour in the catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, page 495, illustrated in colour

In this quality impressionist painting Mangos delivers the Greek coastal landscape in all its summer glory; in 
brilliant, bright colours that please the eye, nourish the soul and invite locals and humanity to visit and enjoy. 



The Greek nation is spread worldwide and has been since ancient times. During the millennia Greek artists 
have flourished abroad and become masters in their adopted countries.  Hellenic artists of the diaspora gained 
fame and recognition as early as the 16th and 17th centuries with El Greco (Dominicos Theotokopoulos, a Cre-
tan) being one of the most prominent in Spain. A son of Crete he became one of the most important masters 
of the Spanish Renaissance and international art.

Since independence in 1828 mainland Greece has produced many renowned artists with international reputa-
tion, recognition, and acceptance.  In the 19thcentury we see artists such as Pantazis, Ralli, Gysis, Lytras, Atz-
itiris, Jacobides, Volanakis travelling to Europe and making a great name for themselves in the major artistic 
centres of Munich, Paris, and Rome.  In the 20th century Parthenis, Maleas, Papaloukas, Ghika, Spyropoulos, 
Tsingos and Fassianos, to mention but a few, lived and worked in Europe. They brought home new styles and 
ideas which we see adopted and adapted in their work; they married European new trends and ideas success-
fully with Archaic, Hellenic and Byzantine traditions of art and created a new Greek art that shines worldwide 
today.

Greek Artists of the Diaspora



The list of major artists born in Greece who flourished in Europe over the years is incomplete without names 
such as Samaras, Stamos, Condo, Takis, Mayo, Vandoros, Kounellis, Gaitis, Orphanidis, as well as Chryssa in 
the United States.

Greek art is flourishing in Greece today with talented artists such as Prekas, Leon Kalogeropoulos, Ze-
netzis, Koutrikas, Marinos and Aggelos Papadopoulos.  These are names who in due course will take their 
place in the hierarchy of world class artists. 



54. Pericles Pantazis (1849 - 1884)

French River Landscape with Cattle after a Storm, circa 1871-72



Signed Pantazis in Roman script, oil on canvas

38.5 x 55.6 cm

In original, contemporary, wooden, carved frame and French mount/stretcher of 1870

Provenance: Acquired from the family of the artist by ‘greeksinart’ in Athens in 1999
According to Estia magazine of 1881, several paintings of Mr Pantazis were exhibited in V. Melas’ residence in 
Athens in 1881. That partly explains how some paintings of Pantazis’ Paris and Brussels work found themselves 
in Athens and were not included in his studio sale of 1884. 

Literature: A similar painting titled, ‘Rainy Sunset’ can be seen in ‘The Leventis Collection, 19th and 20th Cen-
tury Greek Paintings’, Athens 1989, page 54, number 39
‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant London 2013, page 336 illustrated in colour
(A similar frame to the one on the present work can be seen on ‘Un Coin de la Mediterranee’ a Pantazis paint-
ing included in the Bonhams Sale of the 7th December 2007, Lot 41. That particular painting was sold at the 
studio sale of Pantazis on May 15th 1885, thus confirming the view that the artist himself chose both original 
frames.)

Pantazis started his art training at the Athens School of Art as a prodigious talent, painting in a classical, tra-
ditional style. His next artistic stop was the School of Art in Munich in 1870, which he did not find suitable to 
his more progressive mind. On leaving Munich in 1870 he settled in Paris until 1872, where he came in close 
contact with the Barbizon School of artists, and at the same time was initiated into Impressionism.

Due to bad health, Pantazis left Paris and settled in Brussels in 1872, where unfortunately he was to die pre-
maturely at the young age of thirty-five. Despite his short life, his artistic creation was substantial and today 
Pantazis is considered the first Greek impressionist artist, internationally recognised and acclaimed.

The painting

Mrs Olga Mentzafou-Polyzou of the National Gallery of Greece and expert on Pantaqzis confirmed the authen-
ticity of the work upon close inspection of the actual painting at the National Gallery on 18th February 2002. 
She confirmed the signature as genuine, and the style as in other works of the artist of the same period 1871-72.
Mrs Mentzafou- Polyzou is the main writer of the Pericles Pantazis Monograph, published by the Averof Foun-
dation, Athens 1994.



55. Pericles Pantazis (1849-1884)

Portrait of a Gentleman with Pipe



Signed, oil on canvas/board painted circa 1870

44 cm x 38 cm

Provenance: Acquired from the family of the artist by ‘greeksinart’ in Athens in 1999

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 6 illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

Pantazis was a successful portrait artist as well as a brilliant landscape/figurative impressionist. There are a fair 
number of comparable portraits in the oeuvre of the artist to compare with and draw useful conclusions from 
about the quality of this painting and the way Pantazis worked. 

It is obvious that the sitter in our painting was a gentleman of means and standing, not only because he could 
afford to pay an artist to paint his portrait, but also because he has an air of authority and strength.  Pantazis 
captures this self-belief magnificently.  The sitter stares directly at the viewer, distinguished by his moustache, 
rich, long beard, and pipe confirming the social standing of the sitter and his wealth. 



56. Elias Atzitiris (active 1872- circa 1963?)

Family with Pets in Winter



Signed, oil on canvas, signed on reverse in Greek, painted circa 1870s

80 x 65 cm

Provenance: Private collection USA until 2000, acquired from them by ‘greeksinart’ in 2000

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 7 illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue

The snow has partially thawed, the family and pets step out of the family home to enjoy some fresh air and 
freedom from the gloomy, dark interior. The Greek artist is far away from home in winter, but spring is arriving 
and with it inspiration to compose this optimistic painting.

Little is known about Elias Atzitiris. He was a student of Gysis in Munich as he appears registered in the Acad-
emy of Munich after 1872. There are only a handful of known works by the artist one of which is a still life of 
flowers in the National Gallery, Athens.



57. Stelios Orphanides (1918 -?)

Mykonos



Signed, gauche and watercolour on paper, painted circa 1950s

47 x 63 cm 

Provenance: Bonhams UK 2005

Mykonos is a major attraction for tourists today and one of the Greek islands the whole world speaks about and 
travels to. Windmills, beautiful beaches and cool, crystal clear waters distinguish the island, and the hospitality 
of the people is second to none. 

Orphanides delivers a strong image of Mykonos when the island was still unspoiled by tourism and its beauty 
was retained in its windmills, its arid lands and overall volcanic appearance encircled by the blue waters of the 
Aegean. 



Greece Land of the Arts Today

The pages of Greek History, from time immemorial, are filled with heroes, acts of heroism and great men. Hel-
lenes past and present have always revered these heroes and aspired to emulate them. 

Heroes such as Jason of the Golden Fleece, Theseus and the Minotaur, Homer’s heroes of the Iliad and Odyssey, 
Leonidas and many more live on in the history of western civilisation.  Add to that unforgettable names such 
as Pericles, Euripides, Aeschylus, Aristotle, Plato, Socrates, Alexander the Great.  The list is endless. 
Embracing Christianity as early as 50AD, the Hellenes have not only spread the Greek mind but also the Gos-
pel. From Constantine the Great to Emperor Justinian and his Saint Sophia, to El Greco and his masterpiece 
‘The Assumption of the Virgin’, Greek civilisation and countless names of huge importance to humanity deco-
rate our history and that of the western world. Today modern Greek heroes such as Kazantzakis, Seferis, Elytis 
and Theodorakis continue to hold the flame of Hellenic achievement.

It is these heroes and heroines of the mind, the arts and Christianity alongside the heroes and heroines of the 
battlefield that we honour and remember on this Bicentennial. 

We honour Rigas Fereos for his sacrifice in the struggle to freedom. We honour Kolokotronis, Androutsos, 
Papaflessas, Diakos and Karaiskakis on land and Bouboulina, Kanaris and Miaoulis at sea for their battles to 
liberate Greece. We honour the Souliotes and Solioutisses, the Cretans and Messolongites and all the Greeks 
who sacrificed their lives for a Nation to be reborn. We honour all those Philhellenes who fought alongside 
the Greeks for FREEDOM. We never forget our heroes of recent years both in Greece, Cyprus, Constantino-
ple, Smyrna and Trapezounte in Pontos. We never forget nor forsake Greek lands where the holy bones of our 
saints, heroes, and ancestors rest; we dream, we have a dream that one day……as Martin Luther King said. 



Yiannis Papanelopoulos, The Studio in Plaka



58. Apostolos Geralis (1886-1983)

Young Woman Looking Out of Kitchen Window



Signed, oil on panel

60 x 51 cm

Provenance: Private Collection Athens since 1950, acquired by ‘greeksinart’ in 2013

Exhibitions:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 10 illustrated in the exhibition catalogue

Young Greek women in traditional attire in the house, the kitchen, the fields or church are at the heart of Ger-
alis’ work. In this typical work of the artist the beautiful lady is in traditional dress looking expectantly out of 
the kitchen window for her secret love; is he coming or not?  The emotional, anxious look on her face is cap-
tured clearly by the artist.

In addition, the artist took exceptional care to depict the traditional, Greek kitchen. The fireplace is lit thus 
rendering warm colours to the room welcoming the viewer to this humble home.  A bowl, a single stool, a 
napkin, a shelf or two is all one can see. There is austerity in the world of the Greek housewife but also warmth 
and rich human emotions.   



59. Yiannis Papanelopoulos (1936- )

Man and Machine



Signed, oil on canvas

60 x 80 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, 
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004, Number 31
‘Greek Figurative Paintings’, January and February 2011, Internet exhibition
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November to 18th December 2015, number 22, illustrated in colour in the exhibition 
catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, Page 439, illustrated in colour

Papanelopoulos holds a promising place in the generation of artists of the 1930s. He distinguished himself 
and earned the respect of collectors and museums with his series of paintings related to the mechanised life 
of today’s society.  Man and machine live together, and the future according to Papanelopoulos is machine 
dominated!

The artist’s exceptional precision and unique colouration, thoughtful treatment of the subject and contempo-
rary social issues portrayed in his work make Papanelopoulos’ work very much sought after and collected. 



60. Angelos Papadopoulos (1953-2017) 

At the Coffee Shop (a pair)



Signed and dated ’04, oil on canvas, painted 2004

60 x 80 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Group exhibition’, November 2004 Number 38 and 39 
‘Greek Figurative Paintings’, January- February 2011, Internet exhibition
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November to 18th December 2015, numbers 12 and 13 illustrated in colour in the exhibi-
tion catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, page 452 illustrated in colour

The everyday life of the Greek is the subject matter of this talented artist who, unfortunately, left us young and 
in his prime painting age.  From elderly people in public places, to the Greek of the coffee shop and tavern, 
Papadopoulos is the primary, figurative Greek artist at the turn of the 20th -21st centuries. He ensured that 
the Greeks and their traditional way of life in the last century is recorded and kept alive for posterity in quality 
realism and modern, contemporary style.  



61. Yiannis Vakirtzis (1954- ) 

The Market, Athens

Ellinikon Aiport



The Market, Athens

Signed, oil on cardboard, a pair, painted 1994 

40 x 30 cm

Ellinikon Aiport

Signed, oil on cardboard

40 x 30 cm

Provenance: The artist 1994

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, numbers 16 and 18 illustrated in colour in the cata-
logue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, Page 451 illustrated in colour

The daily or weekly market is in the fabric of Athenian life. The social activity of shopping, meeting the neigh-
bour and the vendor of fresh produce is a custom of yesterday and today.  Vakirtzis captures the hustle and 
bustle and atmosphere of the marketplace wonderfully in flamboyant colours and graphic modern art.

The old airport is now a distant memory, but its history lives on. Vakirtzis immortalises the old Hellinikon 
airport which is now being transformed into a variety of public spaces serving Athens and its people.



62.  Hector Doukas (1885-1969)

Roses, An Allegory of Life

Signed, oil on board, painted circa 1925

20 x 30 cm

Provenance: Property of a Lady, Athens until 1995, then to ‘greeksinart’

This is an exquisite flowers composition of the early period of the artist. Doukas delivers ‘Roses’ in the three 
stages of life; an allegory that can be applied to every living organism on the planet. 

The mature rose dominates the composition and stands out in the centre of the small painting. The young rose 
behind is just opening out to full maturity, and to complete the composition the artist adds a rosebud to the 
forefront thus telling us that life carries on with a new generation. To the right and nearly unrecognisable is 
an old rose losing its petals, dying away, leaving the prominence and the arena of life to maturity, youth and 
infancy.

A rare, meaningful composition that does justice to an important artist of our nation. 



63.  Hector Doukas (1885-1969)

Apples and Grapes, painted circa 1960

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist’s daughter, Athens, 1999

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, Page 343 illustrated

Some of the most attractive and successful paintings of Doukas’ late period are still life compositions of fruit, 
painted in a flowing, free style and in bright, pastel colours.  In the present work robust strokes are accompa-
nied by the vibrant colours of the red apples, yellowish grapes, and deep green leaves. The symphony of colours 
continues with variations of green throughout the canvas enhancing the quality of the painting and contribut-
ing to its attraction.



64. Vasilis Mastoras (1954- )

Red Anthurium and Other Exotic Flowers in a Vase



Signed, signed again and dated 1991

100 x 80 cm

Provenance: The artist 1991

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries London
‘Greek and European Paintings’, 24th – 31st May 1992, number 12

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, page 518, illustrated in colour

Mastoras represents the younger generation of artists of the 1950s who painted in traditional, classical style. 
His Still Life compositions of flowers and fruit as well as figurative paintings are of the highest quality, much 
admired and collected.

The Red Anthurium in this composition is superb and dominates a large canvas indicating passion, love, ro-
mance and joy, all of which together bring us happiness.



65. Vasilis Mastoras (1954- )

Peaches in a Basket



Signed and dated ‘89, oil on canvas, painted 1989

60 x 80 cm

Provenance: The artist 1989

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London 
‘Greek and European Paintings’, 24th -31st May 1992, number 11

Literature: ‘The Parthenon’ Exhibition, April 2015, illustrated on the back of the exhibition catalogue

Fruit is prominent in the work of Mastoras and ‘Peaches in a Basket’ is one of the artist’s finest compositions.  
It is painted in an exceptional classic style.

The glossy green leaves of the peaches, the velvety skins of the fruit and drops of water are masterfully painted 
by the artist.  They shine supreme in the centre of the canvas, fresh and real.  To complete the picture the bowl 
of fruit is framed by a halo of light and is also reflected to the forefront in the classic dark background mainly 
seen in old master paintings.  The skill shown by the artist in this painting is remarkable



66. Marinos Georgaras (1954 -)



Signed, oil on canvas, painted circa 1990, a pair

66 x 78 cm

Provenance: The artist at his exhibition of work in Zante Town Hall, July 1992

Georgaras is famous for his cubist work and excels in these cubist paintings that form part of our collection.  
They establish him as the only Greek cubist artist of the 1980s-1990s. 

The Greek summer table is a feast of fruit, vegetables, fish and wine. It is all about Greece, healthy-eating and 
enjoyment of life.



Abstract Art in Greece

The Abstract Movement in Europe and America did not escape Greek artists. Some of them embraced the new 
art movement with enthusiasm, passion and belief and made it their own after exploits in other modernist art 
movements. Among the top Greek abstract artists of the second half of the 20th century is with no doubt Yian-
nis Spyropoulos, an artist who has held numerous exhibitions worldwide with a following among the collecting 
public and museums competing for his best paintings.





67. Yiannis Spyropoulos (1912-1990)

Abstract composition 1955-60



Signed, oil on panel, bears hand-written dedication of the artist and his wife to previous owners George, Niki 
and Jonny on reverse

70 x 110 cm

Provenance:  A present of the artist and his wife to George, Niki and Jonny. In their collection, Thessaloniki 
until 2020, then to ‘greeksinart’ in December 2020

Spyropoulos delivers one of his most striking abstract compositions in this painting. Powerfully painted in 
fierce strokes of bright reds and black, squares and the enigmatic circle, the eye of the artist observes everything.

Colour is rare in Spyropoulos’ abstract work but in this unique painting he delivers colour of optimism and 
passion; the red, with black, dark outbursts telling us, in no uncertain manner, how he felt about the modern 
world of today. 



68. Yiannis Spyropoulos (1912-1990)

Abstract Composition



Signed, oil and mixed media on board, painted circa 1960s

56 x 38 cm

Provenance: Private collection Thessaloniki since 1960s. Acquired by ‘greeksinart’ in 2019

Spyropoulos ranks high in modern/abstract Greek art with art bordering the cubist in his early career to ab-
stract art from the 1950s. His abstract compositions can stand proudly next to those of famous international 
abstract artists of the 1940s and 1980s. He is an acclaimed artist worldwide and his art can be found in major 
Greek collections and Greek and international museums.



Cyprus, Land of Modern Heroes

Kyprianos      Makarios      Afxentiou      Matsis      Karaolis      Drakos

Gi tis lemonias tis elias,

Gi tou pefkou tou kyparissiou,

Chrysoprasino fillo,

Rigmeno sto pelagos,

Land of the olive and lemon tree,

Land of the pine and cypress tree

Golden-green leaf

Thrown on the sea

Malenis



Hellas and Hellenism are not just today’s Greece. Hellenic spirit, ideas and ideals transcend the continents from 
Australasia to Africa and from Europe to America. That has been the story of Hellas since the Trojan War and 
earlier when the Hellenes spread to all corners of the known world. 

Tefkros, the Trojan hero, came to Cyprus and founded the ancient city of Salamis, a lost ancient Greek treasure 
to the invasion of Cyprus by Turkey.  From the monastery of Apostle Andreas and Salamis to the monastery 
of Saint Neophytos and Paphos, from Kyrenia’s Harbour to Nicosia and Larnaca, Cyprus is not just an island 
in the Mediterranean, it is the most eastern bastion of Hellas, Hellenism and Christianity.  It is where the first 
apostles, Saint Paul, Saint Andreas and Saint Barnabus landed to spread the word of Jesus Christ as early as 
50AD. 

Can this treasure of Christianity be lost to Turkey?

Alas, the important location, the wealth of natural resources and the extreme beauty of Cyprus made it the 
target of nearly all the major powers of the day including the Persians, the Egyptians, the Arabs, the Byzan-
tines, the Venetians, the Ottoman Turks, the British and now the regional super-power Turkey. 

All the conquerors departed sooner or later and no doubt the worst enemy of Cyprus, Turkey, will depart too 
one day, allowing the Cypriots to breathe again the air of Freedom they deserve.

Forty-seven years of Turkish occupation in our beloved lands from beautiful Kyrenia and Famagusta to the 
smallest village, from Apostolos Andreas Monastery to Panagia of Paedon chapel in my birthplace, we will 
not stop our resolve and fervent desire to take back our holy lands and fatherlands. Turkey invaded, settlers 
were brought in but,
 

WE DO NOT FORGET NOR FORSAKE AND WE WILL ALWAYS FIGHT BACK!

This exhibition comes from the souls of all Greeks, all Hellenes, alive or dead all over the globe. It trumpets 
loudly and clearly to all humanity that:

Cyprus belongs to the Cypriots; Cyprus has been a Greek island through the ages; Cyprus will remain a Greek 
island whoever the enemy and temporary conqueror might be!



Cyprus, Church, Monastery and Nation

The Greek world is a world of Religion and Nation that cannot be separated in any way. The two united and 
inseparable have kept Hellenism alive through the ages and through four hundred years of Ottoman rule in the 
motherland and three hundred in Cyprus. The monasteries and church were the only places where the Greek 
language and culture were kept alive and nurtured for the phoenix to rise and liberate the enslaved lands. The 
monasteries in Cyprus, from Kykkos to Machairas, from Apostolos Andreas in the east to Agios Neophytos in 
the west, constitute the soul of the Christian Cypriot. 

The Hellenes travelled the Mediterranean and Black Seas from 2000 BC. At the end of the Trojan War in about 
1000 BC, some of the returning heroes searched for new kingdoms and new settlements around the Mediter-
ranean. Tefkros, originally from Salamis island in Greece, founded Salamis in Cyprus and since then Hellenes 
have dominated Cyprus’ history, language, culture and religion. Cyprus became an inseparable part of Greece 
and the Greek world with one language and religion, with the same ethos and ideas, and same struggle for 
FREEDOM. 

Cyprus continues its struggle for FREEDOM today as 37% of the island is still under the boot of the Turkish 
army which invaded Cyprus in 1974. UN resolutions, EU decisions, international High Court legal decisions 
have proved ineffectual as Turkey ignores them. Turkey continues its occupation of the north of Cyprus and 
is systematically changing the demographics of the island. An estimated half a million Anatolean settlers have 
been brought over from Turkey, with the effect that Cyprus today has only 60000 indigenous Turkish Cypriots 
left from the 130000 that lived on the island at the time of the invasion.  Turkey’s ultimate aim and plan is to 
annex the whole of the island and Islamicise it completely, an aim they never bother to hide but always trumpet 
publicly. 





69. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Portrait of Archbishop Makarios III



Signed, signed with monogram and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, 

painted 2004, pair to Venizelos portrait no 3

80 x 60 cm

Provenance: The artist 2004

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Group Exhibition’ October 2004, number 1, illustrated in colour in the exhibition catalogue
Internet Exhibition, January and February 2011
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 3, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue
‘Cyprus- Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 2, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 111a, page 204

Christianity and the Christian Orthodox Church have given the nation heroes throughout its history during 
the last two millennia and especially in the last two hundred years. Heroes such as Patriarch Gregorios in Con-
stantinople and Archbishop Kyprianos in Nicosia who were hanged by the Ottomans upon the declaration of 
the Greek Revolution for Independence in 1821. 

More recently Archbishop Makarios III led the Cypriot people to independence in the late 1950s as the spirit-
ual and political leader of the Greeks. He led Cyprus to independence, but tragically the island became divided 
by the Turkish invasion of 1974. 



70. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Petra tou Romiou, Cyprus



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1992

70 x 100 cm

Provenance: The artist 1992

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, ‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 
23rd – 31st October 1999, number 38

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Marine Art’, 16th October - 17th November 2017, number 26, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue
‘Cyprus - Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 15, illustrated in colour in 
the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 94, pages 174-175

As well as being the legendary location of the birth of Aphrodite, Petra tou Romiou symbolises the Greek, the 
Romios who throughout the island’s history has fought to keep it free from all invaders and conquerors. 

The Rock itself is the Rock of the Byzantine hero Digenis Akritas who defended Cyprus against the invading 
Saracens.  It is said that he threw rocks from Pentadactylos Mountain into the sea thus keeping the Arabs at 
bay and saving the island.

The Greeks of Cyprus revere Petra tou Romiou as it symbolises the island’s continual struggle over the years to 
keep the island free and independent. 



71. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Paphos Limanaki (Harbour) with Troodos Mountains Beyond



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1993

45 x 60 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned in 1993

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London ‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 
23rd – 31st October 1999, number 40

Hellenic Centre, London 
‘Millennium Exhibition 2000 Athens – Nicosia’, 1st – 30th October 2000, number 15 as a pair

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, July 2004, number 60
‘Marine Art’, 16th October - 17th November 2017, number 25, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue
‘Cyprus - Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 16, illustrated in colour in 
the exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 96, page 179

The city of Paphos was the base of the Roman governor in early Christian times when Saint Paul visited the city 
in 45-49 AD together with Saint Barnabas.  It is situated at the most western part of Cyprus and attracts visitors 
annually with its ancient monuments and history, hospitality, blue seas and evergreen mountains nearby.  It is 
a city proud of its heritage and contemporary beauty. 

This painting captures the picturesque harbour of Paphos with its sparkling Mediterranean waters, sailing 
boats and Troodos mountains in the distance in the artist’s inimitable impressionist style.



72. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Saint Neophytos Monastery, Paphos



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1993

40 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist 1993

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries, London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Vasilis Zentezis, One Man Show’, 23rd – 30st October 1999, number 35

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, Cyprus 
‘Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 6, illustrated in colour in the cata-
logue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 100, page 182

Nestling in the hills north of Paphos town is the renowned monastery of Saint Neophytos. Established around 
1200 AD this magnificent monastery of Byzantine times is a powerful reminder to the thousands of visitors it 
attracts annually that Cyprus was the first Christian island to be blessed Christian as early as 45AD. 

The impressionist art of the 1870s-1890s is magic to view but nearly impossible to own unless one is prepared 
to part with millions. Zenetzis’ impressionist art of one hundred years later is comparable. The history of Cy-
prus, Christianity and Cyprus’ beautiful land are not only immortalised in the work of Zenetzis but also cel-
ebrated in high quality Impressionism.



73. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Chrysaliniotissa Church, Saint Kassianos - Nicosia



Signed, signed and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, painted 1993

50 x 70 cm

Provenance: The artist 1993

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018 number 7, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 102, page184

Church and Nation stand together in this historic Christian monument just a few metres away from the Green 
Line and Turkish occupation zone of Nicosia, the only divided capital of the European Union, thanks to Tur-
key. Depicted in this street is Zemenides’ historic house to the left, turn of the 20th century houses to the right 
and in the centre the magnificent Church of Chrysaliniotissa on which as usual the Greek flag proudly flutters.

This miraculous church has a long history beginning in the 5th century AD. It was destroyed many times 
through the years but was always rebuilt to remind the world of Cyprus’ deep Christian roots.  The island re-
mains a bastion of Christianity in the most south-eastern part of Europe. It is an island fighting for survival 
against a vicious enemy. Turkey’s intentions are daily made known to us all with consequences that will destroy 
Christianity in Cyprus which is as old as Christianity itself.



KYRENIA NOT FORGOTTEN

“To nin antan na troi tin gin, troi tin gin tharkete  
Ma panta tzinon troete tze tzinon kataliete”

The plough when ploughing the earth, thinks that it devours the earth,
but it is that, that is being eaten and wasted

Lipertis



A DIVIDED ISLAND

A DIVIDED CAPITAL

A DIVIDED PEOPLE

A CALAMITY IMPOSED MILITARILY ON CYPRUS BY TURKEY 



74. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935 - 2016)

Kyrenia Harbour



Signed, signed with monogram and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, 

painted 1992

40 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist 1992

Exhibited:
Ebury Galleries, London and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 23rd -30th October 1999, number 29

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Marine Art’, 16th October – 17th November 2017, number 27, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March - 6th April 2018, number 30, illustrated in colour to 
exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 109, pages 194-196

The picturesque harbour of Kyrenia is adored by Greeks and remains in the hearts of all Cypriots whether they 
come directly from Kyrenia or any other part of Cyprus. The Venetian Castle stands majestically over the har-
bour with its wonderful, historic, structure and Greek memories that cannot ever be erased.

 The Greek heart of the city of Kyrenia and its citizens have been violently uprooted and exiled and settlers 
unknown to the city have been brought over from Turkey to populate it. All those beautiful lands, seas and 
mountains were seized violently and illegally forty- seven years ago by Turkey and its armies, criminal invaders 
who are still there today. The FREEDOM of Cyprus was raped and stolen by an ever-expanding Turkey that 
plots the capture of the whole of Cyprus.

How can that be allowed? Even the loot of the Nazis of eighty years ago is being returned to their legal owners 
as we speak, whereas the Lands, Religious Sites and Cultural Heritage of our country are still in the hands of 
the invaders, a major, occupying power allied to the democratic West. 



75. Vasilis Zenetzis (1935-2016)

Church of Archangel Michael, Kyrenia



Signed, signed with monogram and titled on reverse, oil on canvas, 

painted 1992

40 x 50 cm

Provenance: The artist 1992

Exhibited: 
Ebury Galleries and Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Vasilis Zenetzis, One Man Show’, 23rd -30th October 1999, number 31

Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Athens Olympics 2004’, July 2004, number 13
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November- 18th December 2015, number 44, illustrated in colour in the exhibition cata-
logue
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March - 6th April 2018, number 29, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Zenetzis Impressions of Hellas’ Peter Constant 2020, number 110, page 197

We will never give up on our homes, churches, monasteries and cultural heritage to Turkey, the brutal invader 
who occupies them today. 

Religion, Church and Monastery stood firm, strong and united in Cyprus throughout its history and no inva-
sion or occupation will ever change that. 

We say to the new Sultans of the north, our Churches and Monasteries have been the towers of strength 
and posterity for us Greeks and the beacons that will lead us forward into the future.
 



The Greek Cypriot

The Cypriot is a unique Greek with roots in Greek history of at least 3000 years. When that fact is combined 
with Christian religion of two thousand years, then one can understand who the Greeks of Cyprus are and 
where their identity and origins lie.



Proud of my people



76. Antonis Andreadis (1948-2007)

In the Kitchen



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 2003-2004

80 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned to the artist by ‘greeksinart’ in 2003

Exhibited: 
Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London, 
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004 Number 10
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November - 18th December 2015, number 39, illustrated in colour in the catalogue
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March - 6th April 2018, number 21, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue 

The traditional Cypriot woman and her kitchen cannot be mistaken for any other on the planet. It is a show-
piece of Cypriot humanity and culture, unique in a million ways. Who else to see knitting, weaving or working 
in the kitchen but the Greek old lady in traditional black dress and black headscarf? 

Thatch chairs is the first stamp of an authentic Cypriot kitchen, followed by embroidered tablecloths with lavish 
designs and colours on a table or bureau.  Embroidered serviettes and decorative plates adorn the whitewashed 
walls and narrow shelves to complete the picture.  A small window and a low door allow in plenty of sunlight 
to brighten an otherwise dark kitchen allowing the lady of the house to continue with her handiwork. 



77.  Antonis Andreadis (1948-2007)

Traditional Cypriot Kitchen



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 2003-2004

60 x 65 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned to the artist by ‘greeksinart’ in 2003

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London  
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004, no 12
‘Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 20, illustrated in colour in the exhibi-
tion catalogue 

The traditional Cypriot kitchen is an unmistakable cultural symbol of Cyprus. It is a panoramic view of a 
wealth of simplicity. In the centre the fireplace dominates surrounded by cooking vessels, pots and pans, scoops 
and ladles; this is the hub of all cooking. A simple table is always present covered with a colourful tablecloth. 
On the walls are other tools of the kitchen such as sieves reminding us all that fresh bread is cooked at some 
point here, and ‘paneri’, woven baskets, used for fresh pasta and noodles.



78. Antonis Andreadis (1948-2007)

The Musicians of Cyprus



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 2003-2004

80 X 60 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned by ‘greeksinart’ in 2003

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004, number 14a
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 38, illustrated in colour in the exhibition 
catalogue
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 19, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

The proud duo is the band of the old days of Cypriot merriment and celebration. The maestros are old in age 
but young at heart, ageless in music and traditions they maintain and pass on to the following generations. 
Culture thrives even under the worst circumstances of nations and in their way pass on messages of freedom 
and survival of small communities to big nations.

Each village, each small community in Cyprus had its musicians, its band with two or three members that en-
tertained the village or neighbouring villages in the major events of the community be that weddings, festivals 
(panygiria) or national or religious events.  The violin and the ‘lagouto’ are the traditional musical instruments 
of Cyprus later supplemented with drums or the accordion. 



79. Antonis Andreadis (1948-2007)

Making Cypriot Traditional Noodles (fides)



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 2003-2004

80 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned to the artist by ‘greeksinart’ in 2003

Exhibited:
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004, Number 9
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 37, illustrated in colour in exhibition cata-
logue
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 23, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

Literature: ‘Rags or Riches’ Peter Constant 2013, Page 453, illustrated in colour 

The peasant of Cyprus is the soul of the island. It is the island itself. Sitting in the forecourt of the house in the 
small village the two ladies of Cyprus are making noodles, a tradition that goes back centuries. It was in front 
of our house, in the occupied lands of ours, where every summer I saw my grandmother, mother, sisters and 
neighbours gathered in a circle making noodles (fides) and socialising. Such a tradition is slowly dying away in 
modern Cyprus except in the remote village, where old peasant women keep the tradition alive.

Traditions should be kept alive and be proud of. Alas, making noodles, baking bread on Saturdays in the tradi-
tional earth oven are rather rare to experience on the island today. 



80. Antonis Andreadis (1948-2007)

Making Bread



Signed, oil on canvas, painted 2003-2004

80 x 90 cm

Provenance: The artist, commissioned to the artist by ‘greeksinart’ in 2003

Exhibited: 
Greek Cypriot Brotherhood Centre, London 
‘Group Exhibition’, November 2004, number 9
‘The Hellenes’, 16th November – 18th December 2015, number 36, illustrated in colour in the exhibition 
catalogue
‘Cyprus Freedom and Democracy for All’, 5th March – 6th April 2018, number 24, illustrated in colour in the 
exhibition catalogue

It is Saturday morning, and the traditional Cypriot housewife is occupied baking bread for the family for one 
whole week. That is the image that comes to mind of any Greek Cypriot sixty-seventy years ago.  Back from 
school, and the bread was ready, the smell intoxicating; the traditional ‘tilikto’, sweet pastry, was ready and the 
feast of Saturday lunchtime awaited us all. That was life in the 1950s in rural Cyprus.

I long for and dream to go back and have a morsel of that sweet bread my mother used to bake every Saturday! 
How I yearn for that!



EPILOGUE

Greece is a nation with a history of over 4000 years. Our glorious past survives and is widespread on the planet 
today simply because Hellas and Hellenes are synonymous with the arts, letters and philosophy that shaped the 
Western World over the last four millennia. 

We celebrate the Bicentennial of the Greek Revolution 1821 because that revolution embodies what Hellenism 
is all about:

FREEDOM

the most cherished gift humanity possesses on birth

and

DEMOCRACY

born in Athens in 450 BC

Ideas and ideals of humanity that have stood through the ages due to the inspirational work of Greek philoso-
phers, mathematicians, men of letters and of medicine, and indeed politicians and generals.

The world today not only accepts Greece and the Greeks as a unique nation and people on the planet, but 
more than that accepts and shows respect for what Hellenism stands for. The world recognises Hellenism’s past 
achievements embodied in the Parthenon and all its other ancient monuments. The world continues to study 
the work of writers past and present, from Homer, Sophocles, Euripides, Aeschylus, Socrates, Plato and Aristo-
tle to Kazantzakis, Seferis and Elytis.

In a world where Freedom and Democracy are tested by dictators, Greece of today stands upright and defends 
democracy, its lands, its people and the FREEDOM of Europe and the world, as it has always done throughout 
its long history.
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